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Freak the Mighty: Questions 
Chapter 23: “ The Empty Book” pg. 147-152 

 

 
1. Why can Max not stand to sit and wait? 

a) he is too bored 

b) he is too worried 

c) his legs hurt 

 

2. Why does Max fly the ornithopter? 

a) he is teaching himself how 

b) he hopes Kevin can see it 

c) Kevin told him to keep it 
working properly 

 

3. Why is Gwen looking for Max? 

a) Grim and Gram are waiting 
to go home. 

b) She wants Max to get 
Kevin's homework. 

c) She wants Max to go pick 
up some things from home. 

d) Kevin is awake and asking 
for him. 

 

4. What is the ICU? 

  ________________________________________________________________  

 

5. Kevin has a tracheotomy.  What is that? 

a) a track to race cars on 

b) a breathing tube through 
the throat 

c) a cut in the track 

d) a cut-out trachea 

 

6. What does Kevin say about coming home?  What does he mean? 

a) "Maybe tomorrow."; He 
might get to come home 
tomorrow. 

b) "When I get my trach out.";  
He will get to come home 
as soon as he gets his trach 
out. 

c) "Not in my present 
manifestation.";  He will get 
out when he gets his bionic 
body. 

d) "Never";  He will have to 
stay in the hospital for a 
very long time. 
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7. What does Kevin give to Max? 

a) an updated dictionary 

b) an empty book 

c) a copy of King Arthur 

d) a new ornithopter 

 

8. What is Max supposed to do with Kevin's gift? 

a) write down their adventures 

b) keep adding new words 

c) fly it with Kevin's 

d) read and remember it 

 

9. Why does Kevin want Max to do the work? 

a) Max needs to learn how 

b) Kevin will be too busy 

c) Max knows more than 
Kevin 

 

10. Why did Max have to leave the room? 

a) It was time for Kevin to 
have more tests. 

b) It was time for Kevin's 
medicine. 

c) Kevin started coughing. 

d) Kevin could not breathe. 
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----------Key   (10 points)---------- 
 

 

1. (b) ................................................................................................................. pg 147 

2. (b) ................................................................................................................. pg 148 
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